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1. INTRODUCTION
Recent emergence of extremely large-scale graphs in various
application fields, such as health care, system biology, so-
cial networks, business intelligence, and electric power grids,
etc., requires fast and scalable analysis using HPC technolo-
gies. The size of such graph datasets exceeds memory ca-
pacity on a single compute node, whereas Graph500 [2] indi-
cates that all graph datasets should be stored in DRAM to
gain high performance because the performance of graph
kernels, especially breadth first search (BFS), dominates
random data access. However, introducing huge amount of
DRAM generally proves an expensive solution and increases
waste power consumption in a system.

On the other hands, existing non-volatile memory (NVRAM)
devices, such as flash, have positive aspects of inexpensive
cost and huge capacity compared to DRAM, although nega-
tive aspects of low throughput and latency. These NVRAM
devices may help processing of extremely large-scale graphs
with over DRAM capacity on a single node; however, perfor-
mance studies and access pattern analyses of graph kernels
using both DRAM and NVRAM devices are limited.

To address the above issues, we propose a graph data of-
floading technique using NVRAM for the hybrid BFS algo-
rithm (Hybrid BFS) [1] and conduct performance analysis
of the Hybrid BFS implementation with our data offloading
technique.

Experimental results show that our approach can achieve 2.8

GTEPS at the maximum and reduce half the size of DRAM
with 47.1% performance degradation. The poster also in-
cludes performance analyses of our Hybrid BFS approach,
which suggests that we can process large-scale graphs with
minimum performance degradation using NVRAM by care-
fully considering the data structures and the access patterns.

2. HYBRID BFS USING SEMI-EXTERNAL
MEMORY

2.1 Hybrid BFS Algorithm
We focus on Hybrid BFS, since Hybrid BFS can improve
performance drastically by reducing unnecessary edge scans;
and thus modern fast BFS implementations, which are ranked
high positions in Graph500, employ Hybrid BFS. Hybrid
BFS uses two approaches, a conventional top-down approach
and a bottom-up approach by changing search directions us-
ing parameters α and β. Let i be a current BFS level
and nall be the number of vertices. When nfrontier(i−1) <
nfrontier(i) and nfrontier(i) >

nall
α

, Hybrid BFS changes the
top-down approach to the bottom-up approach, while when
nfrontier(i−1) > nfrontier(i) and nfrontier(i) < nall

β
, Hybrid

BFS changes the bottom-up approach to the top-down ap-
proach. The detail of the algorithm is described in [1].

2.2 NETAL
Our proposed technique is based on our optimized imple-
mentation of Hybrid BFS, called NETAL, whose implemen-
tation achieves 10.5 GTEPS in the Graph500 list (Novem-
ber 2012) [7]. NETAL has three data structures: Edge list,
CSR graph, and BFS status data. Edge list stores a
generated Kronecker graph in a tuple format. CSR graph
has two types of graphs for the top-down approach (for-
ward graph) and the bottom-up approach (backward graph)
in order to highly exploit locality of reference in these two
approaches. BFS status data is used for BFS status man-
agement, i.e., queues, bitmaps for BFS status memories, and
trees for search results.



Figure 1: Overview of Our Approach

2.3 Graph Data Offloading
The Graph500 benchmark mainly consists of 4 steps: Graph
Generation, Graph Construction, BFS, and Valida-
tion, while NETAL requires data structures, such as Edge
list, CSR Graph (forward graph and backward graph), and
BFS status data, in each step. The intuitive idea of our
approach is that unnecessary data structures are placed on
semi-external memory devices and are read directly from
the devices on demand. Figure 1 shows the overview of
our approach. First, we generate an edge list of a graph
on DRAM as the same way as the original Graph500 bench-
mark, and offloads the generated edge list to NVRAM. Next,
we construct a forward graph on DRAM by directly reading
the edge list, and offloads the constructed forward graph to
NVRAM. We also construct a backward graph by directly
reading the edge list. Note that the constructed backward
graph is basically kept on DRAM and a part of the backward
graph is offloaded to NVRAM for performance optimization.
Then, we perform BFS by using the forward graph, the back-
ward graph, and the BFS status data. Finally, we validate
the result of BFS by using the BFS status data on DRAM
and the edge list on NVRAM.

3. EXPERIMENTS
In order to evaluate our graph data offloading technique, we
set two scenarios; DRAM-only: all datasets are stored on
DRAM, and DRAM+SSD: datasets are stored on DRAM
and SSD by using our proposed technique. We use two ma-
chine configurations, both of which have the same CPUs,
AMD Opteron 6172 (12 cores) × 4 sockets, but different
memory capacity, 64GB and 128GB. A machine with 64GB
of memory also has 600GB of SSD (Intel SSD 320 series).
The size of the graph is set to Scale 27 with Edge factor
16, which includes 40.1GB of a forward graph, 33.1GB of a
backward graph, and 15.1GB of BFS status data.

Figure 2 shows the result of the comparison with DRAM-
only processing. The x axis denotes switching parameter
α. Here, we set a parameter β = 10α in DRAM-only and
β = 0.1α in DRAM+SSD. The y axis denotes the median
TEPS (Traversed Edges Per Second). We see that our pro-
posed technique, DRAM+SSD can achieve 2.8 GTEPS at
α = 1.E + 05 and β = 0.1α and reduce performance degra-
dation by 47.1% compared with DRAM-only. Note that the
reference implementation of Grpah500 v2.1.4 achieves 0.04
GTEPS in the same configuration. The poster also includes
performance and access pattern analyses of our Hybrid BFS
approach.

4. RELATED WORK

Figure 2: Comparison with DRAM Only Processing

Pearce et al. proposed a BFS algorithm that uses NVRAM
and many asynchronous multithreads in order to hide access
latency [5, 6]. Pearce’s algorithm can apply many graph al-
gorithms than BFS; however, the algorithm achieves lower
performance than the hybrid BFS algorithm, since the Pearce’s
algorithm have to scan all edges in a graph. Kyrola et al.
also proposed a latency hiding technique for large graphs [3],
which targets different graph kernels.

5. CONCLUSIONS
We propose a graph data offloading technique using NVRAM
for Hybrid BFS, which can achieve 2.8 GTEPS at the max-
imum and reduce half the size of DRAM with 47.1% per-
formance degradation. Performance analyses of our pro-
posed implementation indicates that we can process large
scale graphs with minimum performance degradation using
NVRAM by carefully considering the data structures and
the access patterns.
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